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Abstract. We consider an extension of the Role-Based Access Control
model in which rules assign users to roles based on attributes. We con-
sider an open (allow-by-default) policy approach in which rules can assign
users negated roles thus preventing access to the permissions associated
to the role. The problems of detecting redundancies and inconsistencies
are formally stated. By expressing the conditions on the attributes in
the rules with formulae of theories that can be efficiently decided by
Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers, we characterize the decid-
ability and complexity of the problems of detecting redundancies and
inconsistencies. The proof of the result is constructive and based on an
algorithm that repeatedly solves SMT problems. An experimental eval-
uation with synthetic benchmark problems shows the practical viability
of our technique.

1 Introduction

Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [27] is one of the most widely adopted
model for information security. It regulates access by assigning users to roles
which, in turn, are granted permissions to perform certain operations. Despite
several advantages (e.g., reduction of the complexity of security administration),
it has been observed that RBAC suffers some inflexibility in adapting to rapidly
evolving domains in particular when there is a need to take into account dynamic
attributes to determine the permissions of a user. The problem is the explosion in
the number of roles that should be considered in order to specify the various sets
of permissions that a user may acquire depending on the values of the dynamic
attributes.

To overcome this problem, [16] proposes to add attributes to RBAC and
overviews several approaches to do this. Among these, the one called Dynamic
Roles (DRs) determines the user’s role depending on his/her attributes. The
interest of DRs is that they retain the structure of the RBAC model while pro-
viding additional flexibility to cope with attributes. A similar approach have
already been investigated in [2,3] and problems concerning redundancies in the
rules that assign users to roles and possible inconsistencies with the standard
RBAC role hierarchy are studied. Furthermore, in [4], negative roles are intro-
duced to widen the scope of applicability of the RBAC model to those situations
in which an open (allow-by-default) policy approach is adopted (i.e. access is
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denied if there exists a corresponding negative authorization and is permitted
otherwise [26]). In this context, conflicts may arise among rules that assign users
to a role and, at the same time, to the negated role.

Clearly, simply authoring a set of rules that assign users to roles is not suf-
ficient: an organization must also be able to analyse it in order to avoid the
kind of problems sketched above. Testing, while useful, is not exhaustive and, as
organizations grow, their rule set can become very large, which places particular
burden on the quality of testing. Designers of RBAC policies with DRs would
thus benefit from complementing testing with more exhaustive and automatic,
formal analysis techniques. In this respect, the paper makes three contributions.

First, we give an abstract definition for policies with DRs that naturally ex-
tends the RBAC model (Section 2). Negative authorization (via negated roles)
can be easily accommodated in the proposed framework (Section 2.3).

Second, we provide a rule-based characterization of the association between
users’ attributes and roles (Section 2) that allows us to formally state two crucial
problems for the design of RBAC policies with DRs: detection of redundancies
(Section 2.1) and detection of conflicts (Section 2.3).

Third (Section 4.1), we show how conditions on the users’ attributes of autho-
rization rules can be expressed by theories, whose satisfiability problems can be
efficiently decided by Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers (Section 3)
and characterize the decidability and the complexity of the problems of detect-
ing redundancies and conflicts under natural assumptions on the theories of the
attributes (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). An experimental evaluation with a prototype
implementation of the algorithm (Figure 1) used for the decidability results on
a synthetic benchmark confirms the viability of the approach (Section 4.4).

Related work and conclusions are also discussed (Section 5). Proofs
can be found in the extended version of this paper available at
http://st.fbk.eu/SilvioRanise#Papers.

2 RBAC with Dynamic Roles

Preliminarily, we recall some basic notions concerning the RBAC model [27].
RBAC regulates access through roles. Roles in a set R associate permissions
in a set P to users in a set U by using the following two relations: UA ⊆
U × R and PA ⊆ R × P . Roles are structured hierarchically so as to permit
permission inheritance. Formally, a role hierarchy is a partial order RH on R,
where (r1, r2) ∈ RH means that r1 is more senior than r2 for r1, r2 ∈ R. A user
u is an explicit member of role r when (u, r) ∈ UA, u is an implicit member of r
if there exists r′ ∈ R such that (r′, r) ∈ RH and (u, r′) ∈ UA, and u is a member
of role r if he/she is either an implicit or explicit member of r. Given UA and
PA, a user u has permission p if there exists a role r ∈ R such that (p, r) ∈ PA
and u is a member of r. A RBAC policy is a tuple (U,R, P, UA, PA,RH).

When extending RBAC with dynamic roles, the relation UA is not given
explicitly but it is defined in terms of pairs (attribute name, attribute value). A
RBAC policy with Dynamic Roles (RBAC-DR) is a tuple (U,R, P, a,Da, sa,AR,
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PA,RH) where U , R, P , PA, and RH are as in the RBAC model above, a is a
(finite) sequence of attributes, Da is a (finite) sequence of domains associated to
a, sa is a sequence of user-attribute mappings associated to a (the sequences a,
Da, and sa have equal length) such that for each a in a (written a ∈ a) sa is a

function from U to 2Da , and AR is the attribute-role relation that contains tuples
of the form (C, r) where C is a set of pairs (a, ea) with ea ∈ Da for a ∈ a and
r ∈ R. (In the following, the sub-script of Da and sa will be dropped to simplify
the notation.) Given a RBAC-DR policy (U,R, P, a,D, s,AR, PA,RH), a user
u ∈ U is an explicit member of role r ∈ R under the user-attribute mapping s iff
there exist a pair (C, r) ∈ AR and a set Su ⊆ C such that ea ∈ sa(u) for every
(a, ea) ∈ Su. The notions of “being an implicit member of a role” and “having a
permission” are defined as those of RBAC policies above.

2.1 Rule-Based Authorization Rules

The most difficult part in the design of a RBAC-DR policy is the definition of
the attribute-role relation. To do this, following [2], we use authorization rules
that associate a role to a user provided that his/her attribute values satisfy
certain conditions. Let a = a1, ..., an be a sequence of attributes, a pair (b, C) is
a condition C on a subsequence b = b1, ..., bm of a (i.e. for each bj there exists ak
such that bj = ak for j = 1, ...,m, k = 1, ..., n, and m ≤ n), also written as C(b),
where C is a sub-set ofDb1×· · ·×Dbm . A (rule-based) authorization rule is a pair
(C(b), r), also written as C(b) � r, such that C(b) is a condition and r is a role in
R. The attribute-role relation AR associated to the set AU of authorization rules
is {({(b1, e1), ..., (bm, em)}, r) | (C(b1, ..., bm) � r) ∈ AU and (e1, ..., em) ∈ C}.
By abuse of notation, a tuple (U,R, P, a,D, s, AU, PA,RH), where AU is a finite
set of authorization rules and all the other components are as in a RBAC-
DR policy, will also be called a RBAC-DR policy. Given a RBAC-DR policy
(U,R, P, a,D, s, AU, PA,RH), a user u satisfies the condition C(b1, ..., bm) of an
authorization rule in AU under the user-attribute mapping s, in symbols u, s �
C(b1, ..., bm), iff (e1, ...em) ∈ C and ej ∈ sbj (u) for j = 1, ...,m. The implicit
user-role relation IUA ⊆ U ×R is defined as IUA := {(u, r) | there exists (C �
r) ∈ AU such that u, s � C}. A user u ∈ U is a member of role r ∈ R under the
user-attribute mapping s (via the notion of attribute-role relation associated to
the set AU of authorization rules) iff (u, r) ∈ IUA.

For effectiveness, we assume the computability of (a) the user-attribute as-
signments and of (b) the membership to the conditions of the authorization rules
as well as to (c) the relations RH and PA. Requirement (a) is reasonable as the
notion of user-attribute assignment is an abstraction of the mechanism that as-
sociates users with attributes (e.g., an LDAP). Requirement (b) is necessary for
the effectiveness of the satisfaction relation �. Concerning (c), we observe that
since the sets R and P are finite in several applications, then membership to
RH and PA is obviously computable.

Example 1. We consider a refined version of the example in [2] for an on-line
entertainment store streaming movies to users. The store needs to enforce an
access control policy that is based on the user’s age and the country where
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the user lives that may have different regulations for considering someone as
an adult, a teen, or a child. E.g., for the legislation of Italy and France, one is
considered adult when he/she is 18 or older while in Japan the adult age is 20.

For simplicity, we assume there are only three users Alice, Bob, and Charlie.
Alice is 12 years old and lives in Italy, Bob is 39 and lives in Japan, and Charlie is
17 and lives in France. We leave unspecified the permissions, the role hierarchy,
and the role-permission assignment as we want to focus on the user-role assign-
ment based on the age and country attributes. In the corresponding RBAC-DR
policy (U,R, P, a,D, s, AU, PA,RH), we have that U := {Alice,Bob,Charlie},
R := {Adult,Teen ,Child}, a = age, country, D = N,WC where WC is an
enumerated set containing all the countries in the world, s = sage , scountry
where sage = {Alice �→ 12,Bob �→ 39,Charlie �→ 17}, scountry = {Alice �→
Italy ,Bob �→ Japan ,Charlie �→ France}, and AU contains, among others, the
following authorization rules:

ρ1 : {(a, c) ∈ N×WC |a ≥ 20 and c ∈ {Japan , Indonesia}} � Adult ,
ρ2 : {(a, c) ∈ N×WC |a ≥ 18 and c ∈ {Italy ,France , ...}} � Adult ,
ρ3 : {(a, c) ∈ N×WC |13 ≤ a ≤ 17 and c ∈ {Italy ,France , ...}} � Teen , and
ρ4 : {(a, c) ∈ N×WC |a ≤ 12 and c ∈ {Italy ,France , ...}} � Child

that correspond to the policy informally described above (a and c abbreviate
age and country, respectively). It is not difficult to see that Bob, s � ρ1 but
Bob, s �� ρ2, that Charlie , s � ρ3 but Charlie , s �� ρi for i = 1, 2, 4, and that
Alice, s � ρ4 but Alice, s �� ρi for i = 1, 2, 3. As a consequence, we have that,
e.g., (Alice,Child) ∈ IUA, (Bob,Adult) ∈ IUA, and (Charlie , Teen) ∈ IUA. 	


2.2 Redundancies in RBAC-DR Policies

As observed in [3], for RBAC-DR policies, besides the usual role hierarchy RH ,
it is possible to define another hierarchy IRH induced by the authorization
rules in AU . We follow [3] and since IRH is defined for every possible user-
attribute mapping, we introduce the notion of RBAC-DR family of policies as a
tuple (R,P, a,D,AU, PA,RH) where its components are the same as those of a
RBAC-DR policy; in other words, a RBAC-DR family of policies is a RBAC-DR
policy where the users and the user-attribute assignment are omitted. For every
pair (ρ1, ρ2) of authorization rules in AU , ρ1 is more senior than ρ2 (in symbols,
ρ1 � ρ2) iff for every user u and every user-attribute assignment s if u, s � C1

then also u, s � C2, where Ci is the condition of ρi for i = 1, 2, i.e. when the
set of users satisfying C1 is a subset of that satisfying C2 under every possible
user-attribute mapping s. Then, we define (r1, r2) ∈ IRH , i.e. the pair (r1, r2) is
in the induced role hierarchy IRH , iff for each rule (C1 � r1) ∈ AU there exists
a rule (C2 � r2) ∈ AU such that (C1 � r1) � (C2 � r2).

The key difference between RH and IRH is that the former is designed so
that seniority among roles reflects inheritance of permissions associated to them
whereas the latter characterizes seniority according to the sets of users associated
to them by the set AU of authorization rules. It may happen that the induced
role hierarchy IRH is such that both (r, r′) ∈ IRH and (r′, r) ∈ IRH for two
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distinct roles r, r′ ∈ R, i.e. the set of users associated to r and that associated
to r′ are identical. This is so because IRH is a quasi-order (i.e. it is reflexive
and transitive) and not a partial order as RH (that is also anti-symmetric).
This implies a redundancy in the definition of IRH since the two roles r1 and
r2 can be considered equivalent as both (r1, r2) ∈ IRH and (r2, r1) ∈ IRH .
This does not necessarily imply a problem in the authorization rules but it is
desirable that designers become aware of all the redundancies in IRH (see [3]
for more on this issue). Notice that once the “more senior than” relation among
the authorization rules in AU is known, detecting redundancies in IRH becomes
obvious. As a consequence, we define the problem of computing the “more senior
than relation” over a set AU of authorization rules (MS-AU problem, for short)
as follows: given a RBAC-DR family (R,P, a,D,AU, PA,RH) of policies, the
MS-AU problem amounts to checking whether ρ1 � ρ2 for every pair ρ1 and ρ2
of authorization rules in AU . Notice that this problem is stated for a RBAC-DR
family of policies and thus must be solved regardless of the set of users and the
user-attribute mapping.

Solving the MS-AU problem allows one to eliminate the redundancies in IRH .
Formally, this amounts to first turning � into a partial order in such a way that
also IRH is so. This is a crucial pre-requisite to apply the techniques in [3] to
detect (and eliminate) any “disagreement” between RH and IRH , i.e. to identify
those situations in which the security policies encoded by the authorization rules
and the business practices captured by RH do not match. Although we do not
explore this problem further, we observe that the automated technique to solve
MS-AU problems in Section 4.2 facilitates the application of the techniques in [3].

2.3 RBAC-DR with Negative Authorization

In [4], negative authorizations are added to the RBAC-DR model by allowing
negated roles in authorization rules. The intuition is that an authorization rule
with a negative role r denies access to the permissions associated to r via the
permission-assignment relation. This characterization of negative roles allows for
the adoption of the so-called open (allow-by-default) policy semantics [13,26] in
an extension of the RBAC model, that is based on positive permissions confer-
ring the ability to do something on the holders of the permissions [27]. This is
crucial to widen the scope of applicability of the RBAC model extended with
dynamic roles to applications where the set of users is not known a priori, e.g.,
web-services. Unfortunately, as pointed out in [4], the addition of negative au-
thorizations introduces conflicts that need to be detected and then resolved.

Formally, we define the set SR = {+,−}×R of signed roles and write the pairs
(+, r) and (−, r) as +r and −r, respectively, for a role r ∈ R. We extend the
definition of authorization rule as follows: a pair C � sr is a signed authorization
rule where C is a condition and sr ∈ SR. Intuitively, a user u satisfying the
condition C of a signed authorization rule of the form C � −r under a certain
user-attribute mapping is forbidden to be assigned the role r. A RBAC-DR
policy with negative roles (RBAC-NDR) is a tuple (U,R, P, a,D, s, AU, PA,RH)
where U,R, P, a,D, s, PA and RH are as in a RBAC-DR policy and AU is a
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set of signed authorization rules. A RBAC-NDR family of policies is the tuple
(R,P, a,D,AU, PA,RH)

To understand the kind of conflicts that may arise from the use of signed
authorization rules, consider ρ1 := (C1 � +r) and ρ2 := (C2 � −r) such that
a user u satisfies both C1 and C2 under a certain user-attribute mapping. At
this point, we are faced with the problem of deciding whether the user u should
be assigned or not the role r. As discussed in [4], there are several strategies to
resolve the problem, e.g., by adopting a “deny-override” strategy where a user u
can be assigned a role r provided that u satisfies the condition C of a rule of the
form C � +r in AU and there is no rule in AU of the form C′ � −r such that
u satisfies the condition C′ that forbids the assignment of r to u. However, this
or alternative conflict elimination strategies may be unsatisfactory for certain
applications; see again [4] for details. Furthermore, certain conflicts may arise
from errors in the design of the authorization rules and must be identified in order
to correct them. As a consequence, we define the problem of detecting conflicts in
the set AU of signed authorization rules (CD-SAU problem, for short) as follows:
given a RBAC-NDR family (R,P, a,D,AU, PA,RH) of policies, the CD-SAU
problem amounts to checking whether for each pair (C � +r, C′ � −r) in AU ,
there is no user u satisfying both C and C′ under a user-attribute mapping s.
As for the MS-AU problem, also the CD-SAU problem is stated for a family
of policies and thus must be solved for any set of users and any user-attribute
mapping.

3 Satisfiability Modulo Theories Solving

We assume the usual syntactic (e.g., signature, variable, term, atom, literal) and
semantic (e.g., structure, truth) notions of many-sorted first-order logic with
equality (see, e.g., [10]). A constraint (clause, resp.) is a conjunction (disjunction,
resp.) of literals (i.e. atoms or their negations) and a quantifier-free formula is
an arbitrary Boolean combination of atoms.

According to [24], a theory T is a pair (Σ, C), where Σ is a signature and C is
a class of Σ-structures; the structures in C are the models of T . Given a theory
T = (Σ, C), a quantifier-free Σ-formula φ(v)—i.e. a quantifier-free formula built
out of the symbols in Σ and the variables in the sequence v—is T -satisfiable
if there exists a Σ-structure M in C and a valuation μ mapping the variables
in v to values of the domain of M such that φ(v) is true in M (in symbols,
M, μ |= φ); it is T -valid (in symbols, T |= ϕ) if M, μ |= ϕ(v) for every M ∈ C
and every valuation μ. The quantifier-free formula ϕ(v) is T -valid iff its negation
¬ϕ(v) is T -unsatisfiable. For example, if ϕ is the implication ϕ1 → ϕ2, then its
T -validity is equivalent to the T -unsatisfiability of the conjunction of ϕ1 with
the negation of ϕ2 (ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2).

The satisfiability modulo the theory T (SMT (T )) problem amounts to estab-
lishing the T -satisfiability of quantifier-free Σ-formulae. Many state-of-the-art
SMT solvers, in their simplest form, tackle the SMT(T ) as follows. Initially,
each atom occurring in the input quantifier-free formula ϕ is considered simply
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as a propositional letter (in other words, the theory T is forgotten). Then, the
“propositional abstraction” of ϕ is sent to a SAT solver. If this reports proposi-
tional unsatisfiability, then ϕ is also T -unsatisfiable. Otherwise, an assignment
of truth values to the atoms in ϕ is returned that makes its propositional ab-
straction true. Such an assignment can be seen as a conjunction of literals and
checked by a specialized theory solver for T that can only deal with constraints
(i.e. conjunctions of literals). If the theory solver establishes the T -satisfiability
of the constraint then ϕ is also T -satisfiable. Otherwise, the theory solver com-
putes a clause that, once added to the SAT solver, precludes the assignment of
truth values that has been considered. The SAT solver is then started again.
This process is repeated until the theory solver reports the T -satisfiability of
one assignment or all the assignments returned by the SAT solver are found T -
unsatisfiable so that also ϕ is reported to be T -unsatisfiable. Various refinements
of this basic schema have been proposed for efficiency, the interested reader is
pointed to, e.g., [28,9].

The SMT(T ) problem is NP-hard as it subsumes the SAT problem. To eval-
uate the additional complexity due to the theory T , we focus on theory solvers
and consider the complexity of checking the T -satisfiability of constraints, called
the constraint T -satisfiability problem for some theories that have been found
useful for the declarative specifications of authorization policies (see, e.g., [18]).
The theory EUF of equality with uninterpreted function symbols is the theory
interpreting the symbol = as an equivalence relation that is also a congruence.
The constraint EUF -satisfiability problem is decidable and polynomial. The the-
ory ED({v1, ..., vn}, S) of the enumerated data-type S with values {v1, ..., vn} (for
n ≥ 1) is the theory whose signature consists of the sort S, the constant sym-
bols v1, ..., vn of sort S, and its class of models contains all the structures whose
domain contains exactly n distinct elements. The constraint ED-satisfiability
problem is decidable and NP-complete. Linear Arithmetic on the Rationals (In-
tegers, resp.) LAR (LAI, resp.) is the theory whose class of models is the
singleton containing the usual structure R of the Reals (Z of the integers, resp.)
and whose atoms are equalities, disequalities, and inequalities of linear polyno-
mials whose coefficients are integers and the variables take values over the Reals
(integers, resp.). The constraint satisfiability problems for LAR and LAI are
decidable, the former is polynomial and the latter is NP-complete. The theory
RDL of real difference logic is the sub-theory of LAR whose atoms are written
as x − y �� c where �� is an arithmetic operator, x and y are variables, and
c ∈ R. The theory IDL of integer difference logic is defined as RDL but it is a
sub-theory of LAI. Both the constraint RDL- and IDL-satisfiability problems
are decidable and polynomial. For more details about these and other theories,
see, e.g., [28,9].

Many applications require to reason about conjunctions of constraints coming
from several theories T1, ..., Tn. In this situation, it is easy to build a theory
solver by reusing those available for the theories T1, ..., Tn as follows. Let α =
α1(v1)∧· · ·∧αn(vn) be a composite constraint, i.e. αi is a literal over the signature
of Ti for i = 1, ..., n whose variables vi are disjoint with those of the other
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constraints. Then, α is satisfiable iff each αi is Ti-satisfiable and it is unsatisfiable
otherwise, i.e. there exists i ∈ {1, ..., n} such that αi is Ti-unsatisfiable. Thus,
if the constraint Ti-satisfiability problem is decidable and polynomial for each
i = 1, ..., n, then it is also decidable and polynomial to check the satisfiability of
composite constraints.

4 Solving the MS-AU and CD-SAU Problems

We explain how RBAC-DR and RBAC-NDR policies can be specified by using
theories and how this allows us to prove the decidability of the MS-AU and
CD-SAU problems. The proof is constructive and reduces both problems to a
sequence of SMT problems that can be efficiently solved by invoking state-of-
the-art SMT solvers.

4.1 Specifying RBAC-DR and RBAC-NDR Policies with Theories

The idea is to use quantifier-free formulae of a suitable theory to specify the
conditions of (signed) authorization rules. Formally, we assume the availability
of a theory TA = (ΣA, CA) of attributes and define a RBAC-DR policy with back-
ground theory TA of attributes as a tuple (U,R, P, a, s, AUQF , PA,RH) where
U,R, P, PA, and RH are as specified above, and the following conditions hold:
(C1) each a ∈ a is a first-order variable of sort Sa in ΣA and each sa ∈ s is a

mapping sa : U → 2S
MA
a for some MA ∈ CA (where σMA is the interpretation

in MA of the symbol σ ∈ Σ; e.g., SMA
a is a subset of the domain of MA),

(C2) for every e ∈ SMA there exists a constant c of sort Sa in ΣA such that
cMA = e for some MA ∈ CA,1 and (C3) the set AUQF contains finitely many
pairs of the form ϕ(b) � r, called syntactic authorization rules, where ϕ is a
quantifier-free formula built out of the symbols of ΣA and the variables in b,
that is a sub-sequence of a.

The crucial observation is that each quantifier-free formula ϕ(b) in a syntactic
authorization rule ϕ(b) � r in AUQF defines a condition C(b), in the sense
of Section 2.2, as follows: (e1, ..., em) ∈ C(b) iff there exists MA ∈ CA and a
valuation μ such that μ(bj) = ej ∈ SMA

bj
for j = 1, ...,m and MA, μ |= ϕ(b). In

the following, the condition C(b) associated to the quantifier-free formula ϕ(b) is
written as [[ϕ(b)]]. Thus, a RBAC-DR policy (U,R, P, a, s, AUQF , PA,RH) with
background theory TA = (ΣA, CA) of the attributes defines the following RBAC-
DR policy: (U,R, P, a,D, s, AU, PA,RH) where Da = SMA

a for each a ∈ a
and AU = {[[ϕ(b)]] � r | (ϕ(b) � r) ∈ AUQF } for some MA ∈ CA. Similar
definitions can be given for RBAC-NDR policies and RBAC-DR (RBAC-NDR)
family of policies with background theory TA of attributes.

1 This condition is not restrictive as it is always possible to add a constant ce for each
element e in the domain whose interpretation is e itself. The addition of these con-
stants does not change the set of satisfiable quantifier-free formulae (see, e.g., [10]).
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Example 2. For Example 1, we consider composite constraints from the enu-
merated data-type theory ED({Italy,France, Japan , Indonesia, ...}, C) for the
set WC of world countries and the theory IDL for the constraints on the age
(see Section 3). The attribute country is also seen as a variable of sort C and
the attribute age as a variable of sort Z. As a consequence, the syntactic autho-
rization rules corresponding to the authorization rules in Example 1 are:

ρ1 : −age ≤ −20 ∧ (country = Japan ∨ country = Indonesia) � Adult ,
ρ2 : −age ≤ −18 ∧ (country = Italy ∨ country = France ∨ · · · ) � Adult ,
ρ3 : −age ≤ −13 ∧ age ≤ 17 ∧ (country = Italy ∨ country = France ∨ · · · ) � Teen ,
ρ4 : age ≤ 12 ∧ (country = Italy ∨ country = France ∨ · · · ) � Child

Notice that country ∈ {c1, ..., cn} has been translated as
∨n

i=1 country = ci. 	

By generalizing the observations in the example, it is not difficult to see that
the language to express authorization rules introduced in [2] can be translated
to syntactic authorization rules provided that a suitable background theory of
attributes is used.

Proposition 1. Given a RBAC-DR policy (U,R, P, a, s, AUQF , PA,RH) with
background theory TA = (ΣA, CA) of the attributes. If the SMT(TA) problem is
decidable, then it is decidable to check if a user u ∈ U is a member of a role
r ∈ R.

An obvious corollary of this proposition and the fact that the membership to
RH and PA is computable is that checking whether a user is an implicit member
of a role or he/she has a permission are also decidable.

In the following, without loss of generality, we assume that (A1) any
condition of an authorization rule is TA-satisfiable but not TA-valid (i.e. its
negation is also TA-satisfiable) and (A2) the conditions of the syntactic autho-
rization rules in AUQF are constraints and not arbitrary Boolean combinations
of atoms. The two situations ruled out by assumption (A1) can be automati-
cally identified under the assumption that the SMT(TA) problem is decidable
and can be safely discarded as uninteresting: those that are TA-satisfiable never
assigns a user to a role while those that are TA-valid assigns any user to a
role (this kind of problems have been considered in the context of a similar
rule-based specification framework for access control policies [25]). To see why
assumption (A2) is without loss of generality, consider a rule ϕ � r in AUQF

where ϕ is a quantifier-free formula (and r ∈ R). Since it is possible to trans-

form ϕ into disjunctive normal form, i.e. into a formula of the form
∨d

j=1 αj

where αj is a constraint (for j = 1, ..., d and d ≥ 1), we can consider the set
AU ′

QF := AUQF \ {ϕ � r} ∪ {αj � r | j = 1, ..., d}. Clearly, the user-role
assignment relations induced by AUQF and by AU ′

QF are the same. By iterating
the process, we derive a set of syntactic authorization rules whose conditions are
constraints only.

4.2 The MS-AU Problem

We consider the MS-AU problem (recall its definition at the end of Section 2.2)
for RBAC-DR policies with a background theory of the attributes, i.e. given a
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Input: c: array[0..N-1] of constraints

r: array[0..N-1] of (signed) roles

1: S := ∅;
2: FOR i=0 TO N-2 DO

3: FOR j=i+1 TO N-1 DO

4: f1 := opposite(r[i],r[j]); f2 := related(c[i],c[j])

5: IF f2 THEN

6: IF find(i)�=find(j) THEN

7: i2j := checkTA(c[i] ∧ ¬ c[j])

8: IF i2j=unsat THEN S := S∪{(i,j,f1,f2)};
9: j2i := checkTA(c[j] ∧ ¬ c[i])

10: IF j2i=unsat THEN S := S∪{(j,i,f1,f2)};
11: IF (i2j=unsat AND j2i=unsat) THEN union(i,j)

12: ELSE S := S∪{(i,j,f1,f2),(j,i,f1,f2)};
13: ELSE S := S∪{(i,j,f1,f2)}
Fig. 1. Solving the MS-AU and CD-SAU problems

RBAC-DR family of policies (U,R, P, a, AUQF , PA,RH) with background the-
ory TA of the attribute, the MS-AU problem amounts to checking whether
ρ1 � ρ2 for every pair ρ1 and ρ2 of syntactic authorization rules in AUQF .

The key observation is that we can reduce the problem of establishing whether
ρ1 � ρ2 to an SMT(TA) problem involving the conditions of the rules ρ1 and
ρ2. Before being able to formally state this, we need to introduce the following
notion. Two rules (α1(b1) � r1) and (α2(b2) � r2) are syntactically related if
b1 ∩ b2 �= ∅ (by abuse of notation, we consider the sequence bi as a set, i = 1, 2);
otherwise, they are syntactically unrelated.

Proposition 2. Let (R,P, a,AUQF , PA,RH) be a RBAC-RD family of poli-
cies with background theory TA of the attributes and ρi = (αi(bi) � ri) be an
authorization rule in AUQF for i = 1, 2. Then, the following facts hold:

(a) if ρ1 and ρ2 are syntactically unrelated, then ρ1 �� ρ2 and ρ2 �� ρ1 and
(b) if ρ1 and ρ2 are syntactically related, then ρ1 � ρ2 iff α1(b1) → α2(b2) is

TA-valid (or, equivalently, α1(b1) ∧ ¬α2(b2) is TA-unsatisfiable).

Assuming that the SMT(TA) problem is decidable, it is possible to automatically
check whether a rule is more senior than the other by Proposition 2. This is the
idea underlying the algorithm in Figure 1 for automatically solving the MS-AU
problem. Let (R,P, a,AUQF , PA,RH) be a RBAC-RD family of policies with
background theory TA where |AUQF | = N. The input to the algorithm are two
arrays c and r such that for each rule α � r in AUQF there exists i in the
range [0..N-1] such that c[i] = α and r[i] = r (the latter will contain signed
roles only when solving CD-SAU problems, see Section 4.3 below). The variable
S ⊆ [0, N − 1]× [0, N − 1]× {true, false} × {true, false} stores increasingly pre-
cise approximations of the relation � in a sense to be made precise below. The
Boolean function related(c[i], c[j]) returns true iff the rules c[i] � r[i] and
c[j] � r[j] are syntactically related. The Boolean function opposite is the con-
stant function false so that the third component of the tuples in S is always set
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to false (this will be important only when solving CD-SAU problems, see Sec-
tion 4.3 below). The function find and the procedure union form the interface
to a union-find data structure (see, e.g., [30]) to maintain a set of equivalence
classes: find(i) returns the representant of the equivalence class to which the
rule c[i] � r[i] belongs to and union(i, j) merges the equivalence classes to
which the rules c[i] � r[i] and c[j] � r[j] belong to. The function checkTA(ϕ)
returns sat (unsat, resp.) iff the quantifier-free ΣA-formula ϕ is TA-satisfiable
(TA-unsatisfiable, resp.) and it is implemented by invoking an available solver
supporting the solution of SMT(TA) problems.

The algorithm works by enumerating pairs of rules (the two nested loops at
lines 2 and 3) to establish whether they are syntactically related (flag f2 line 4).
In case they are not, the tuple (i, j, false, false) is added to S (line 13) meaning
that the pair (i, j) of rules cannot be compared with respect to �. Otherwise,
the union-find data structure is queried (line 6) in order to establish if the rules
identified by i and j are already in the same equivalence class. If this is the case,
the tuples (i, j, false, true) and (j, i, false, true) are added to S (line 12) meaning
that both i � j and j � i. Otherwise, it is checked if i � j (line 7, by testing
if c[i] implies c[j] modulo TA or, equivalently, the conjunction of c[i] with the
negation of c[j] is TA-unsatisfiable) and the tuple (i, j, false, true) is added to S

(line 8). The same is done to establish if j � i (lines 9 and 10). If both previous
tests (lines 8 and 10) have been successful, then the two equivalence classes to
which i and j belong to are merged (line 11).

Lemma 1. Let (R,P, a,AUQF , PA,RH) be a family of RBAC-RD policies with
background theory TA of the attributes whose SMT(TA) problem is decidable and
|AUQF | = N. Then, the following facts hold after the execution of the algo-
rithm in Figure 1: (a) (i, j, false, true) ∈ S iff c[i] � r[i] � c[j] � r[j], (b)
find(i) = find(j) iff c[i] � r[i] � c[j] � r[j] and c[j] � r[j] � c[i] � r[i],
i.e. the union-find data structure stores the equivalence classes of the “more se-
nior than” relation over AUQF , and (c) the number of invocations to checkTA

is at most N(N− 1).

The cost of invoking the function opposite is constant (recall that this is a con-
stant function returning false when solving the MS-AU problem) while that
of related is linear in a by using bit-strings to represent sequences of variables
occurring in the conditions of the rules. The union-find algorithm in [30] takes
almost constant (amortized) time for invoking both the find and union op-
erations (more precisely, it takes O(A−1(N)) where A−1 is the inverse of the
Ackermann function; since for any practical values of N , A−1(N) is bounded by
5, each invocation to find and union can be considered as constant). Thus, the
complexity of the algorithm is clearly dominated by the number of invocations
to checkTA . Notice that the function is invoked on quantifier-free formulae ob-
tained by conjoining a constraint αi with the negation of a constraint ¬αj (i.e.
a clause). This allows us to characterize the complexity of the MS-AU problem.
Formally, we introduce the following notion. A theory T is convex (see, e.g., [23])
iff whenever a constraint implies a clause, it also implies one of the literals in
the clause. Examples of convex theories are EUF , ED, LAR, and RDL whose
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constraint satisfiability problem is polynomial (convexity of LAR derives from
the convexity of linear algebra). Instead, both LAI and its sub-theory IDL are
not convex (e.g., x ≥ 0 ∧ x ≤ 1 ∧ ¬(x �= 0 ∧ x �= 1) is LAI-unsatisfiable but
neither x ≥ 0 ∧ x ≤ 1 ∧ x = 0 nor x ≥ 0 ∧ x ≤ 1 ∧ x = 1 is LAI-unsatisfiable).
Theorem 1. If the SMT problem of the background theory TA of the attributes is
decidable, then the MS-AU problem is decidable. If furthermore TA is convex and
the constraint TA-satisfiability problem is polynomial, then the MS-AU problem
is also polynomial.

When the background theory of the attributes is EQ, LAR,RDL, or we consider
composite constraints of these theories, the MS-AU problem is decidable and
polynomial since all these theories are decidable and polynomial (see Section 3).
When the background theory of the attributes is ED, LAI, or IDL, the MS-AU
problem is decidable and NP-complete. While this is obvious for ED and LAI
(whose constraint satisfiability problem is already NP-complete), it is less so for
IDL since its constraint satisfiability problem is polynomial. Since IDL is not
convex, the problem of checking the satisfiability of a constraint with a clause
becomes NP-complete [17]. Thus, besides polynomial constraint satisfiability,
convexity is crucial to have a polynomial MS-AU problem.

4.3 The CD-SAU Problem

We consider the CD-SAU problem (recall its definition at the end of Section 2.3)
for RBAC-NDR policies with a background theory of the attributes, i.e. given a
RBAC-NDR family of policies (R,P, a,AUQF , PA,RH) with background theory
TA of the attributes, the CD-SAU problem amounts to checking whether for each
signed authorization rule α1(b1) � +r in AUQF , there is no rule α2(b2) � −r
in AUQF such that a user u satisfies both α1(b1) and α2(b2) under some user-
attribute mapping s. We say that there is a conflict between rule α1(b1) � +r
and α2(b2) � −r if there exists a user u satisfying both α1(b1) and α2(b2)
under some user-attribute mapping s. Interestingly, it is possible to distinguish
two types of conflicts depending on the fact that the rules can or cannot be
compared by the “more senior than” relation. Formally, the rules ρ1 and ρ2 are
relevant iff ρ1 � ρ2 or ρ1 � ρ2, and are irrelevant otherwise. If two rules are
syntactically unrelated, they are also irrelevant by Proposition 2 (a).

We solve the CD-SAU problem by using again the algorithm in Figure 1 where
the array r stores signed roles, the auxiliary function opposite(r[i], r[j]) returns
true iff r[i] = +r and r[j] = −r or r[i] = −r and r[j] = +r, and all the other
data structures and functions are as described in Section 4.2. As anticipated in
Section 4.2, the third component of the relation S is important and distinguishes
between relevant and irrelevant pairs of rules.

As before, the algorithm enumerates pairs of rules and establishes whether
they have signed roles +r and −r and they are syntactically related (flags f1

and f2 at line 4, respectively). In case the two rules are not syntactically related,
the tuple (i, j, f1, false) is added to S (line 13) meaning that the rules identified
by i and j are irrelevant and there is a conflict between them when f1 is true.
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Otherwise, the union-find data structure is queried (line 6) in order to establish
if the rules identified by i and j are already in the same equivalence class. If
this is the case, the tuples (i, j, f1, true) and (j, i, f1, true) are added to S (line
12) meaning than the rules identified by i and j are relevant and there is a
conflict between them when f1 is true. Otherwise, it is checked if c[i] � r[i] �
c[j] � r[j] (line 7) and the tuple (i, j, f1, true) is added to S (line 8), the same
is done to establish if c[j] � r[j] � c[i] � r[i] (lines 9 and 10): the rules are
relevant and there is a conflict between them when f1 is true. If both previous
tests (lines 8 and 10) have been successful, then the two equivalence classes to
which i and j belong to are merged (line 11).

Lemma 2. Let (R,P, a,AUQF , PA,RH) be a family of RBAC-NDR policies
with background theory TA of the attributes whose SMT(TA) problem is decidable
and |AUQF | = N. Then, after the execution of the algorithm in Figure 1 the
following holds: if (i, j, τ, true) ∈ S, then there is a conflict between rules i and
j and the two rules are relevant (irrelevant, resp.) when τ is true (false, resp.)
and the number of invocations to checkTA is at most N(N− 1).

We state the second main result of the paper.

Theorem 2. If the SMT problem of the background theory TA of the attributes
is decidable, then the CD-SAU problem is decidable. If furthermore TA is con-
vex and the constraint TA-satisfiability problem is polynomial, then the CD-SAU
problem is also polynomial.

4.4 Experiments

To test the practical viability of our techniques, we have implemented the al-
gorithm of Figure 1 in C. To implement checkTA , we have chosen Yices [31]
for its easy-to-use API, although many other state-of-the-art SMT solvers (e.g.,
Z3 [34]) can be used. We have also implemented a generator of synthetic MS-
AU problems; we expect similar performances on CD-SAU problems since the
algorithm of Figure 1 can solve also these problems with minimal variations.
The starting point is the policy of Example 1. The idea is to randomly generate
composite constraints for the conditions of the rules taken from an enumerated
data-type theory ED({v1, ..., vV }, E) and IDL: the former corresponds to the set
of countries in the world and the latter to the age of users. We randomly generate
composite constraints whose literals are e = vi, e �= vi (for i ∈ {1, ..., V }), a = k,
a > k, and a < k (for k ∈ Z) where e and a are variables of sort E and Z, respec-
tively. According to Theorem 1, the resulting MS-AU problem is NP-complete
as the constraint ED-satisfiability problem is NP-complete and that of IDL is
polynomial but IDL is not convex. Thus the invocations to checkTA can be
computationally expensive. The random generation of literals in the composite
constraints is inspired to Gorrilla [15] that is known to generate difficult problems
for many state-of-the-art SMT solvers. The method of [15] has been adapted to
satisfy assumption (A1) of Section 4.1 and to generate constraints that can be
considered as “realistic” conditions of authorization rules, i.e. roughly similar to
those in Example 2.
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Fig. 2. Experimental results obtained on a MacBook with Intel Core i5 2.53 GHz and 4
GB of RAM running Mac OS X 10.6.6. Timings are averages over 10 random instances

There are three inputs to the benchmark generator: the number V of values
of ED, a positive integer M bounding the constant k occurring in the arith-
metic literals, and the number N of conditions to be considered. The first two
parameters V and M have negligible influence on the performance of our imple-
mentation of the algorithm in Figure 1. As a consequence, Figure 2 shows the
plot of the time taken to solve an MS-AU problem for the last parameter, i.e.
an increasing number N of rules (ranging from 100 to 1,000).2 The behaviour of
the algorithm is clearly quadratic. This is possible because we invoke the SMT
solver only (around) 1/4 of the potential N2 calls, thanks to the notion of two
rules being syntactically unrelated (see before Proposition 2 for the definition)
and the use of the union-find data structure that provides us with a computa-
tionally cheap method to deduce the transitive chains of the “more senior than
relation.” We believe that this gives a first important evidence of the practical
viability of our technique.

5 Related Work and Discussion

The problem of combining RBAC with more flexible methods of assigning users
to roles has been considered several times (see, e.g., [21,6]). In this line of work,
to the best of our knowledge, no automated analysis technique has been pro-
posed to assist designers to detect redundancies and inconsistencies of policies
as we do here. We have presented an abstract rule-based framework for the in-
tegration of attributes in RBAC inspired to [2]. The MS-AU and the CD-SAU
problems are inspired to problems informally characterized in [3] and [4]. The
idea of using SMT solvers for their efficient solution together with their decid-
ability and complexity results are new; except for [7,5] that exploit SMT solvers
to solve administrative RBAC problems. In [32,14], techniques to solve (what
we call) CD-SAU problems by using description logic and tableaux reasoners,
respectively, are described. Neither a complexity characterization nor an exten-
sive experimental evaluation are proposed and the techniques do not support

2 The sources of the program used to perform the experiments are available at
http://st.fbk.eu/SilvioRanise#Papers.

http://st.fbk.eu/SilvioRanise
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rich background theories of the attributes as we do here. The policy specifi-
cation languages in [33,19] can express authorization policies with attributes.
They support policies that go beyond those considered in this paper but do not
propose automated techniques for detecting inconsistencies and redundancies as
we do here. Furthermore, they adopt a closed (deny-by-default) policy model
(where access is allowed if there exists a corresponding (positive) authorization
and is denied otherwise [13,26]) rather than an open (allow-by-default) policy
as we do in this paper. We leave it to future work the study of the impact of
using a closed policy model on the decidability and complexity of the MS-AU
and CD-SAU problems. We notice that our framework (including Theorems 1
and 2) can be easily extended to cope with conditions about the environment
(e.g., time of the day) as done in [33].

Several works [29,1,22,12,11,8,20] have proposed techniques to detect incon-
sistencies and redundancies in XACML or extensions of RBAC policies by lever-
aging a variety of verification engines. None of these works provides decidability
and complexity results of the analysis techniques as we do in this paper.
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